WEDDINGS & EVENTS
Wedding/Event coverage is priced according to the specifics of the assignment. In other
words - we do not have a "minimum order requirement". Quotes will be prepared and
coverage set for the specifics of your day. No wedding or event is too small or too large.
Quotes may be prepared in a package format or a-la-carte.
The first consideration in preparing a quote is the amount of photographic coverage needed.
How long will you need a photographer at your event? Will there be extensive travel to and
from locations? The next consideration in preparing a quote is the finished product. What
do you wish to have from your photographer? Are you looking for albums to be made? Are
you simply looking for a variety of images from which you may only select a few to display
in frames throughout your home? Are you creative and hoping to build your own album?
Are you looking for digital files only? A quote will be prepared specifically for your needs.
Very basic initial photographic coverage begins at $150.00. Full-day and/or multi-day events
will be priced accordingly.
Custom albums are available in many styles & sizes. The traditional album with 1-8x10 per
page is an option. However, clients today are shifting interest toward a more contemporary
look. Story-telling albums combining multiple images of various sizes has become very
popular. Every wedding/event is unique. Cookie-cutter albums are not the right choice for
everyone. Some events are intimate family gatherings with a short ceremony and limited
posed photos taken in an hour. Photographs from a small wedding/event may be best suited
for a smaller album. Some weddings/events are huge. Generally, many more photographs
are taken at larger festivities and a larger album will be needed. The album sizes we offer are
6x6, 8x8, 10x10, and 12x12. Obviously, a larger album with a lot of photos will cost more
than a small album. Please do not hesitate to contact the studio to discuss the many options
in greater detail. To view samples of our album styles please click on the following link:
http://64.135.152.197/myalbum/myalbumMain.aspx?BT=HY&c=4797&b=23006414
You are not obligated to purchase an album. Please see "Special Event Photographs" price
list if you are simply looking for photographs to frame or display in your own album. If you
prefer to take total control over your images you may choose to purchase the complete set
of original un-retouched digital files. This option may be incorporated into the initial
photography fee or may be ordered later. The cost of the complete set of un-retouched
digital files will be based upon quantity of images.
Please do not hesitate to contact the Heidi to discuss your photographic needs.

